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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network contains five servers that run Windows Server 2012
R2.
You install the Hyper-V server role on the servers. You create
an external virtual network switch on each server.
You plan to deploy five virtual machines to each Hyper-V
server. Each virtual machine will have a virtual network
adapter that is connected to the external virtual network
switch and that has a VLAN identifier of 1.
Each virtual machine will run Windows Server 2012 R2. All of
the virtual machines will run the identical web application.
You plan to install the Network Load Balancing (NLB) feature on
each virtual machine and join each virtual machine to an NLB
cluster. The cluster will be configured to use unicast only.

You need to ensure that the NLB feature can distribute
connections across all of the virtual machines.
Solution: On each Hyper-V server, you create a new private
virtual network switch. From the properties of each virtual
machine, you add a second virtual network adapter and connect
the new virtual network adapters to the new private virtual
network switches.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A file name like this one below says that: (Select three
answers)
services, cpython 36.pyc
A. it is the 36th version of the file
B. the file comes from the services.py source file
C. it has been produced by CPython
D. the interpreter used to generate the file is version 3.6
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A voucher is:
A. a report that includes the purchase order that was send to
the vendor, the vendor invoice listing the quality and quantity
of items purchased, and the external receiving reports that
verify the items have been sold.
B. a mammogram that includes the purchase order that was send
to the purchaser, the purchaser invoice listing the benefits
and quantity of items purchased, and the internal receiving
reports that verify the purchased items have been sold.
C. a file that includes the purchase order that was send to the
vendor, the vendor invoice listing the cost and quantity of
items purchased, and the internal receiving reports that verify
the purchased items have been delivered.
D. a figure that includes the sale order that was send to the
dealer, the vendor invoice listing the cost and quantity of
items sold, and the internal receiving reports that verify the
purchased items have been delivered.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which types of fields can have field-level security enabled?
(Choose all that apply.)
A. a custom field of a custom entity
B. a custom field of a built-in entity

C. a built-in field of a built-in entity
D. a built-in field of a custom entity
Answer: A,B
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